
From: Course Evaluation Processor [evaladmin@uleth.ca] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2009 4:15 AM 
To: Christie, Merle 
Subject: Evaluation Results for 200803ECON10122 
 
============================================================================== 
Evaluation Report                                              200803ECON10122 
Lab #2 for Intro to Macro - Sec.A                                  Spring 2009 
============================================================================== 
 
Instructor:      M. LANYI 
Eval Opened At:  Thu Jan  8 00:00:00 2009 Eval Closed At:  Thu Jan  8 23:59:59 
2009 
Processed At:    Fri Jan  9 04:15:02 2009 
 
Submissions:     11 
Eligible:        31 
Response %:      35.48% 
 
 
============================================================================== 
Results Summary: Multiple Choice Responses 
============================================================================== 
 
                                  % Disagree-----.   .-Strongly Disagree % 
                              % Agree--------.   |   |   .-Don't Know % 
                        % Strongly Agree-.   |   |   |   |   .-Not Applicabl % 
                                         |   |   |   |   |   |        # resp-. 
1 The lab was a useful supplement to    64  36   0   0   0   0              11 
   the course. 
2 The labs are effective in helping     73  18   9   0   0   0              11 
   to prepare for assignments and 
   exams. 
3 The lab instructor reflects a         64  36   0   0   0   0              11 
   sound knowledge of the subject 
   matter. 
4 In general, the lab instructor was    73  27   0   0   0   0              11 
   well prepared. 
5 The lab instructor was punctual       64  36   0   0   0   0              11 
   and gave forewarning of possible 
   absences. 
 
6 Lab presentations were clear and      45  45   9   0   0   0              11 
   understandable. 
7 The lab material was well             73  27   0   0   0   0              11 
   coordinated with the lecture 
   material. 
8 The lab instructor was willing and    55  45   0   0   0   0              11 
   able to respond helpfully to 
   questions in the lab. 
9 The lab instructor has been           36   9   0   0  45   9              11 
   helpful in answering questions 
   outside of lab time. 
10 Individual students were treated     82  18   0   0   0   0              11 
   with respect and without 
   prejudice. 
 



 
 
============================================================================== 
Results Summary: Text Responses 
============================================================================== 
A. Comment on the labs and/or lab instructor in this course B. Do you have any 
comments regarding the questions on the questionnaire 
   itself? Please comment on any aspect of the lab and/or instructor's 
   teaching that you think important and which was not covered in the 
   questionnaire. 
============================================================================== 
 
A. Labs were VERY helpful since professor didn't explain anything. 
B. The formula sheet really helped me alot since the book had them in words 
   which were confusing. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. Lanyi is awesome. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. I find the lab session very useful in preparing for exams and understand 
   more clearly on the materials taught. The Part I like most is where the 
   lab instructor puts an explaination after each answer in the multiple 
   choice questions he sends us.  
THANKS! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. Lab instructor's personality gave the course more interest. Most 
   entertaining.  
What was extremely helpful was the going through of multiple choice 
   questions. Helped a lot on tests. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. Lab instructor was great and had good teaching strategies. Practice 
   multiple choice questions were very helpful and prepared me for the 
   midterms. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. Lab is quite helpful. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
A. PROS - Made labs enjoyable - Understood the material and was able to 
   relate it to more mainstream examples CONS - Sometimes sent assignments late 
enough so that there was not 
   sufficient time to complete them. 
B. N/A 
 
 
 


